Abstract-Fuzzy support vector machine (FSVM) classifiers are a class of nonlinear binary classifiers which extend Vapnik's support vector machine (SVM) formulation. In the absence of additional information, fuzzy membership values are usually selected based on the distribution of training vectors, where a number of assumptions are made about the underlying shape of this distribution. In this paper we present an alternative method of generating membership values which we call iterative FSVM (I-FSVM). Our method generates membership values iteratively based on the positions of training vectors relative to the SVM decision surface itself. We show that our algorithm is capable of generating results equivalent to an SVM with a modified (non distance based) penalty (risk) function. Experiments have been carried out on three real world binary classification problems taken from the UCI repository, namely the spambase dataset and the adult (census) dataset.
I. INTRODUCTION
Support vector machines (SVMs) are a class of non-linear binary classification algorithm based on the theory of structural risk minimisation (SRM) due originally to Vapnik [1] , [2] . They are able to solve highly complex classification tasks [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] without suffering from the problems of over-fitting that affect many other classification algorithms. Computationally speaking, the SVM training problem is a convex quadratic programming problem, meaning that local minima are not a problem.
SVMs work by implicitly (using the kernel trick) mapping all training data from input space into a (usually) higher dimensional feature space. An oriented linear hyperplane (decision surface) is constructed in this feature space such that it bisects the two classes of training vectors and maximises the perpendicular distance between itself and those points lying closest to it (the support vectors). If the classes are non-separable in feature space then the condition of strict separability is relaxed by adding a linear penalty (risk) term to the primal cost function to penalise any misclassifications.
Fuzzy support vector machines (FSVMs) [7] work similarly, except that a membership value is associated with each training vector (this membership value is incorporated into the penalty term to provide variable weighting). In this way the contribution of a training vector to the form of the decision surface may be moderated based on its relevance in comparison to the rest of the training set. Unless apriori information about the relevance of the training vectors (eg. vector In this paper we introduce a new algorithm for the calculation of the membership values using an iterative FSVM (I-FSVM) that makes no a-priori assumptions about the shape of the distribution of the training vectors. Our method makes use of the result of the SVM training process and information about incorrectly classified training vectors (error vectors) to tune the membership values. The FSVM is then re-trained with these new values, and the process repeated either for a fixed number of iterations or until the membership values converge.
We show that, when it is allowed to run to termination, our I-FSVM method is theoretically equivalent to the standard SVM with a modified penalty term. We then provide some experimental results obtained using three datasets from the UCI repository [8] , namely the adult (census) dataset, the spambase dataset and the abalone dataset. In all cases the I-FSVM algorithm is shown to outperform both the standard SVM and the FSVM method of [7] .
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In section II we introduce the theory of the standard (non-fuzzy) SVM classification and FSVM classification [7] . Then, in section III we give a brief review of some standard methods for generating membership values, before introducing our iterative approach to this problem in section IV. Finally, in section V we present some practical results, followed by some discussion and conclusions in section VI.
A. Notation and Terminology
Throughout this paper column vectors will be written in lower case bold (eg. a, o) and matrices in upper case bold (eg. G). Transposition will be indicated by a superscript T (eg, cT), and 1 will be used to construct a classifier f RdL > {-1, +1} that can classify arbitrary vectors x C RdL into one of the two classes, -1 and +1, in a manner consistent with the training set 9.
The SVM approach to this problem is to search for classification functions of the form:
where:
g (x) = wTA~(x) + b and o: RdL > RdH is an implicitly defined map from dL-dimensional input space to dH-dimensional (where often dH > dL) feature space, w C RdH is the weight vector and b C R is the bias.
Geometrically, then, the SVM approach involves the construction of a linear decision surface (directed hyperplane), defined by w and b, in dH-dimensional feature space. Ideally this decision surface should bisect the positive and negative training vectors in feature space and thereby correctly classify the training set, so:
A training set for which this is possible is called separable. Assuming that the training set is separable, there will be an infinite number of possible separating hyperplanes satisfying (1) , and hence an infinite number of possible choices for w and b. To select the best decision surface, the support vector machine attempts to maximise the margin of separation, which is defined to be the perpendicular distance between the decision surface and those images of training vector lying closest to it in feature space (which are known as support vectors). The optimal hyperplane may be found by solving [ speaking), and the dimensionality of the problem is directly dependent on the dimension dH of feature space, which rather limits the acceptable range for dH. Both of these problems may be overcome by re-expressing (3) in dual form, namely [1] :
where oa C R N is the dual variable vector, G C R NxN is the hessian, Gij = didjK (xi, xj) Vi, j C ZN, and K: RdL x RdL --> R is the kernel function, K (x, y) = fT (x) (p (y), which may be any kernel function satisfying Mercer's condition [9] (knowledge of the explicit form of the map p is not necessary).
The decision function g : RdL --> R may be written: where boundary, margin and error vectors are all categorised as support vectors. The feature space interpretation of this is shown in figure 1 . It should be noted that the support vectors typically make up only a small fraction of all training vectors, and also that the distance of a point xi from the decision surface in feature space is directly proportional to g (x) ( [1] , [10] ).
For later reference, note that:
When dealing with standard SVMs, all training vectors are presumed to belong entirely to either class +1 or class -1, and moreover are assumed to have equal weight or relevance. However in many applications this assumption may not hold, as some training vectors may have more importance than others, and sometimes we may not be entirely certain that the purported classification di of a training vector xi is actually correct.
Fuzzy theory deals with these issues by saying that a training vector xi belongs, for example, 90% to class +1 and 10%
to class -1. This may be achieved by associating a fuzzy membership 0 < si < 1 with each training pair (xi, di) [7] .
The pair is then regarded as having a membership of si to class di; and a membership 1 -si to class -di (although the latter is usually ignored in FSVM theory [7] ). This may be incorporated into the SVM framework by modifying the primal training problem as follows [7] s_ if di = -1
Another approach (which we will be using for comparative purposes here) is to generate the fuzzy memberships si based on the distribution of the two classes of training vector from our training set using the distance of points from the mean of vectors of the same class for the training set [7] . Under this scheme: 
It is difficult to say which of these schemes will work better for any given problem. As an aside, it may be noted that these equations may be used to generate fuzzy memberships based on the distribution of points in a feature space defined by any Mercer kernel, without restricting ourselves to input space (which may be recovered by choosing K (x, y) = XTy in (12)) or the feature space implicitly used by the FSVM itself. It remains unclear whether there is any advantage to be gained from using kernels that do not measure distance in input space or the feature space used by the SVM.
IV. AN ITERATIVE SVM APPROACH TO GENERATING MEMBERSHIP VALUES
Lin and Wang's method [7] is based on the assumption that outliers in the set of training vectors are less reliable, and hence of less importance, than other training vectors. As outliers are detected based solely on their relative distance from their class mean, this method may be expected to produce good results if the distributions of training vectors xi of each class are spherical with central means (in the space used to calculate the memberships). In general, however, this assumption may not hold, which motivates us to seek a more universally applicable method.
Consider the set of training vectors xi belonging to a given class (+1 or -1). Let us assume that this set is sufficiently large to be a representative sample of the underlying distribution of training vectors in the form of a cloud of points in feature space. We further assume that the membership si of any given vector xi of class di is a function of the density of training points of that class in the vicinity of (p (xi) in feature space (ie. the lower the density of points of class di in the vicinity of (p (xi), the lower the membership value si of that point).
Now, any reasonable decision surface in feature space (such as that given by the SVM itself) should only pass through areas sparsely populated by points of either class, and moreover should correctly bisect the more densely populated regions of feature space. Hence those points lying closest to, or on the wrong side of, the decision surface (ie. the margin and error support vectors) are more likely to be outliers than points lying in more densely populated regions of feature space. Error (incorrectly classified) support vectors, in particular, may be quite reasonably expected to be outliers. This motivates our proposed method. Let us suppose that we have constructed a non-fuzzy SVM decision surface for our training set 9. We then calculate memberships si using the equation:
where h is some continuous non-increasing function satisfying:
and (i is the slack error (6) . Using these memberships a fuzzy SVM boundary may be constructed, and if desired the process may be iterated using this new (and presumably more accurate) decision boundary either a fixed number of times or until the membership vector s converges. We call our method iterative fuzzy SVM (1-FSVM).
To be specific, our method of generating membership values is as follows (noting that incremental training [11] may be used at step 2 to minimise the re-training time for each iteration): 1) Sets =1.
2) Solve the FSVM dual training problem (8).
3) For all i C ZN set (where 0 < p < 1): (13) 4) Exit if termination condition met. 5) Otherwise repeat from step 2. We consider two possible termination conditions. The first (and simpler) termination condition is to stop after a fixed number (n) of iterations, which we will refer to as I-FSVM n. The second termination condition is to continue until the rate of change of s becomes sufficiently small, indicating that the class membership vector s has converged to some value. Specifically, the second termination condition we consider is: previous < -3 VieC (14) which we will refer to as I-FSVM oc. While we have not proved that I-FSVM oc will terminate in finite time, it is our experience that it does so (i.e. we have yet to encounter any cases of non-convergence). We consider two possible membership functions in this paper. The first of these is the function: (15) where the membership is inversely proportional to the distance from the hyperplane. The second is the function (motivated in the following section):
hsig (() = sech2 (() (16) A. Generalized Cost and the I-FSVM oc
We now consider I-FSVM oo in more detail. To begin, note that upon termination si = h ((*) for all i (to within some predefined tolerance), where (* is the optimal slack variable vector for the fuzzy primal training problem (7) . Consider the generalised primal SVM training problem [12] : (15) and (16) l,ig (ti) = tanh (ti) Now, in the standard SVM we implicitly use the empirical risk function I (() = (. As (i is just the (scaled) distance between the training vector image (p (xi) and the decision surface in feature space if the vector is misclassified (and 0 otherwise), we see that this particular choice applies a linear distance based error penalty. However, it may be argued that this does not provide a particularly good measure of empirical risk, as in practice all that matters when measuring (and minimising) empirical risk is whether a given training vector is (or is not) correctly classified. Using hcnt or hsig the I-FSVM oc applies an effective empirical risk function that becomes less sensitive to ( as ( increases, and so gives a result somewhere between the standard SVM and what may be achieved by considering only the correctness of the classification. Using hsig, in particular, provides a risk function that is in essence a smoothed step penalty.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we apply our method to three standard datasets from the UCI repository [8] , and compare the results achieved with those achieved using a standard (non-fuzzy) SVM and the fuzzy SVM method of [7] .
All code for this experiment was written in C++, and all simulations were performed on a 3.2GHz Pentium D 940 processor based machine with 4GB of RAM running Ubuntu Linux 6.06 (Dapper Drake). The SVM optimizer code was based on a modified version of the SVMHeavy [14] SVM implementation.
A. Methodology
We have chosen to consider three binary datasets from the UCI repository [8] For each of these datasets we considered seven alternative methods of generating fuzzy membership values, namely: For all iterative fuzzy methods the learning rate used was ,u 0.3, and for FSVM methods d = 0.1. Kernels were selected from linear, polynomial up to 6th-order and Gaussian RBF for a range of -y values, and N was selected from the set C {0.1,0.3, 1,3,10,30 . 100000,300000}. For each dataset both the kernel function and the regularisation parameter N were selected to achieve optimal 5-fold cross validation accuracy for the standard SVM. It may be argued that as parameters were selected in this way it will follow that the 5-fold cross-validation error will not be an ideal measure of generalisation. However they do give a valid measure of the comparative generalisation performance of the different methods, albeit biased in favour of the standard SVM (as the parameters, while optimal for the standard SVM, may not be optimal for the fuzzy variants). It is interesting to note that for both the adult and the abalone datasets (which represent the more difficult datasets considered insofar as the classification results achieved for these were consistently lower than those achieved for the spambase dataset) the performance of the I-FSVM Xjsig was actually worse than the I-FSVMnsig variant. We are unsure as to why this occurs, but surmise that it may be indicative of overfitting in this case if the algorithm is allowed to continue for too many iterations. The question of terminating the algorithm when optimal generalisation accuracy has been achieved (ie. at the turning point where the generalisation capabilities of the SVM begin to decrease due to overfitting) is an interesting issue which may consider in more detail in future work.
Overall, however, these results indicate that the I-FSVM is able to outperform both the standard SVM and the standard FSVM using the hsig membership function provided that the number of iterations is selected appropriately.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have proposed an iterative fuzzy support vector machine (1-FSVM) method for binary classification. In contrast to standard approaches like [7] which make underlying assumptions about the distribution of training data, our method generates membership values based on their positions relative to the SVM decision function. We have shown that, in its I-FSVM oo form, our algorithm is able to generate results equivalent to those generated using a standard (non-fuzzy) SVM with a modified empirical risk function. We have shown that our I-FSVM method outperforms both standard (non-fuzzy) SVM and the FSVM method of [7] when applied to three real-world datasets (adult, spambase and abalone) taken form the UCI repository.
